
Sound matters to three-time GRAMMY®-winner Tim McGraw. And it 
certainly matters to JBL® engineers. So when the artist and engineers 
teamed up to design on-ear headphones, superior sound was no accident. 
The JBL Tim McGraw Artist Series headphones are voiced to deliver 
the realistic, flat frequency response music professionals demand. High-
performance drivers reproduce your favorite music as the artist intended 
it to be heard, while the cushioned ear cups and comfortable headband 
enable hours of continuous listening. The lightweight TMG81s fold flat for 
easy transport, so you can take great JBL sound with you wherever you go.

High-performance, on-ear headphones
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Features advantages BeneFits

High-performance drivers 40mm drivers generate an impressive frequency 
response (18Hz – 24kHz)

Accurate sound; wide, dynamic range; exceptional 
bass

Ear cups with semi-open backs Excellent spatial imaging; enhanced soundscape More spacious sound

Velvet ear cushions and fabric headband Soft materials breathe to enhance comfort and 
extend listening

Hours of continuous, comfortable listening  

99.99% oxygen-free cables Clean audio-signal transmission Clear, precise sound

Threaded, 3.5mm and 1/4" gold-plated 
jacks

Ensure optimal audio connection when converting to 
1/4" applications

Can be enjoyed with home audio components 

Distinctive colors and graphics, including 
Tim McGraw’s signature

Set the TMG81 apart from other headphones An appealing blend of style and performance

2D-Axis folding mechanism Ear cups fold flat when you’re not using them Easy to transport and store

“As an artist, I want my fans to hear and experience music the way I do. So I’ve teamed up with JBL to bring you a line of 
headphones that have been tuned to do just that. Truth is in the details, and I’m proud to bring you the truth in partnership with the 
leader in sound, JBL.”  – Tim McGraw
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